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right. 

My name is Rich Van Every and I am 47 years of age. 

I grew up here in North County of San Diego as an athlete, photographer and video producer. 

Over the past two years after returning from Standing Rock. . .I have been learning a great deal of information about the 
national issue of Safe Nuclear Storage. 

My learning has come primarily through a retired Nuclear Waste advisor, Dr Tom English .... and Donna Gilmore 
of sanonofresafety.org among others .... 

So there are two key things about this issue im very concerned with: 

1) The NRC is or acts like a captured regulator ... they have compromised their own policies to put millions of 
unsuspecting residence in a very questionable situation. 

2) The Safe containment mandates of nuclear waste storage need to be re-established and upheld. 

As you know this not just a local issue here at San Onofre ... but a real national and global one. Go Hot Cells? How 
about evacuation drills? 

We are at a critical period in time to pause and reconsider if what is happening at San Onofre with 3.5M pounds of 
Nuclear Waste is safe. The transfer of waste to dry storage that has been taking place was put on hold after safety 
worker David Fritch came forward to reveal our fears were valid. 

The objective now is to not let the transfer continue or complete without a through investigation from a non-captured 
agencies or international experts. 

See, these policies that are not in place from the NRC for proper oversight go beyond public safety and environmental 
protection ... its certainly a very real national security issue. 

We have to live with the waste near our homes indefinitely at this point so why note be assured its being done with the 
latest technology and zero compromise ... given the cost of any mistake is simply incomprehensible. 

Its crazy there are no means of inspecting, monitoring, repairing or transporting the Holtec "thin-walled" canisters 
being used right now at San Onofre. We know they are being damaged upon loading and the NRC refuses to demand 
a new system be put in place. 

Here is a 1 minute video I made to get more signatures on our petition and to hope spread the message. Any feedback 
or support would be greatly appreciated. Im currently crowd funding on Facebook for the next video. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZ7DR5FnHPU 

Here are two other videos I captured worth watching. 

OSHA worker exposes dangerous handling of nuclear waste at San Onofre (SONGS) 

San Onofre Nuclear Storage Situation - Admiral Len Hering Sr., USN (Ret) 

I hope to hear from you soon ... 

Thank you, 

Rich Van Every 

www.richvanevery.com 

"What we do for ourselves will die with us, what we do for others is immortal." 

- Winston Churchill 
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